
Behaviors great and small 
BY KENNY LAPINS 

SPECIAL TO THE KENOSHA NEWS I've been thinking about fractal geometry recently, which is strange because, well, it's math and I really hate math. I hate math so much, I made sure I did poorly enough on my college entrance exam to be placed in nothing higher than Remedial Algebra freshman year. It worked and the class wasn't much harder than my 10-year-old daughter's math class now. 
But, anyway, a fractal is a form composed of parts that have the same dimensions when you enlarge or miniaturize it. Basically, when you zoom way in on a fractal, the parts that appear and grow larger as you zoom are identical in size and shape to the larger parts. And if you zoom way out, even to infinity, the parts are still "self-same." 
Nature loves a fractal as much as it abhors a vacuum. This is because once nature creates an intricate design that works, it remains much easier to re-use that design over and over again at whatever scale: infinitesi-mally small or incredibly huge. 
That is why the design of the veins on a leaf looks like the configuration of the branches of the tree and looks like the meandering forks of a river and look like the distribution of matter in the universe. Shapes and designs are dictated by the laws of physics, which are the same at very small and very large scales. 
While contemplating the application of these highly intricate mathematical constructs is endless fun for math geeks, what I find even more fascinating is the idea that fractal geometry can be applied to people as well. Human behavior can be observed to be "self-same" at local and global scales. The way one person interacts within a society is in many ways similar to the way that society interacts with the rest of the world. 
This is because our brains are physical structures in the universe just like the leaves of a tree, only much more chemically complex. So of course, the brain works just like any other physical structure of the universe. 
Human brains and behavior share characteristics with another substance found in nature: water. Pour water onto the ground and it will seep into every crack and crevice, seeking the lowest point. And just as water seeks cracks, people seek loopholes. 
Fine examples of human beings can be found among us, but for the most part, give a person a choice and they will choose the easiest, basest path. 
Plus, water and behavior are similarly powerful. Just as water rippling over a surface through time can carve out the Grand Canyon, decades and centuries of base human behavior can gouge out chasms of hate and ruin between friends, groups, sects, and nations. 
It's this sort of lowest-common-denomator 
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human behavior that caused the financial crises of 2008. Greed pulls on human behavior like gravity pulls on water. I'm a firm believer in democracy and capitalism (heck, I'm in advertising!), but depravity is as bottomless as a black hole. The bankers and mortgage lenders involved in the scandal were only doing what was most profitable within the law. It's the individual survival instinct exploded out to an entire industry. Just as we each want to maximize our individual survival, the mortgage industry wants to maximize its bottom line. Their actions were as inescapable as gravity: In the world of finance, the pull of the highest profit is as strong as a neutron star. Is it in the best interest of the common good to put trillions of dollars toward the accumulation of trillions more dollars instead of building the 1,000 best schools in the world? No, but if the banking industry didn't seek out the deals with the highest possible profits, its shareholders would simply put their money elsewhere. Water seeps into cracks, financiers develop derivatives and subprime mortgages. 
The food industry is the same way. Is it in the best interest of the human population to eat processed foods stripped of its fiber and nutrients instead of raw, healthy foods? No, but that is the way to produce massive amounts of food at the lowest cost. Water seeps into crevices, McDonald's clears pristine and critically important rainforests for grazing land. It is all fractal. Our worst, grossest individual behaviors are mirrored by the behaviors of powerful corporations. This makes the recent Supreme Court decision that corporations are people all the more poignant. Perhaps they are people. But if they are, they are the worst of us. The people out there who are the most ruthless and dangerous. The ones you cross the street to avoid when they are approaching you. 
Is there a way to escape our "self-same" nature? To break the repeating fractal patterns of behavior? I don't know, but now I wish I had paid better attention in math class. 


